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The classification of baryons and mesons by the higher

symmetries has had significant success, and much of the present

experimental data on these systems can be incorporated into the SU(3)
1

»              octet model. It has been recognized that the many-baryon systems

can be placed into SU(3) super multiplets, and that states of approx-

: imately the same spacial form will be connected by the generators of
2                                                                                  3

SU (3) . The isobaric analogue states are one example of such states.

i            If the strong baryon-baryon interaction is a scalar under SU(3) (which

is highly unlikely), the hypernucleus states which are formed by the
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corresponding strangeness-changing process will also have narrow
4

widths. It is the purpose of this work to study meson-nucleus                      

reactions in order to estimate the cross sections for the various

processes and determine which of these, if any, are suitable for an

experimental test of the existence of these new analogue states as

approximate eigenstates.

The SU(3) group is of rank two and order eight.  Thus there

are six step-up and step-down operators whose directions in the two

dimensional I3 and hypercharge space are given by the root diagram.

In addition to the I-spin, the two other (strangeness-changing)
5

"angular momentum" operators are referred  to as U-spin and V-spin.

Although the problem of classifying a system of A baryons according
2

to SU(3) is a complex one,  the classification of the ground states

of nuclei is quite simple Recognizing that neutrons and protons

are both states of maximum z-component in their respective U-spin or

V-spin multiplets, we make the following observations: a) the U-spin

and V-spins of nuclei are unique; b) the neutrons and protons can

be treated separately; c) the U and V spins are large, being

N  +    and  Z  +  , respectively.

The proposed tests are the quasi-elastic reactions, since

they are most coherent.  Using the formalism of Watson and his .  '. 1, .*.

6

collaborators,  one can derive an optical potential from the two-body

-\scattering amplitudes.  The task is to extract out of the two-body                  c

information  and   out   of the formalism terms   like  -f.UN, e.g. , where
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low energy *-nucleon scattering fit the constant b which enters the

calculation within a factor of two.  Since a resonance is present at

about 150 MeV/c, the analysis cannot be relied on at or above these 4 4,-=···    f

4energies.  The cross sections for nuclei heavier than He  are found

to be microbarns, and cross sections as a function of energy are

approximately the same for nuclei from Ni to Pb.  The minimum momentum ,\\ \

transfer is about 2.7f-1 so the reduced matrix element (2N)t is

compensated by the decrease in the Bessel functions as the radius

increases.  The kinematic analysis resembles that in the recent
10

studies of coherent processes by Stodolsky.

2)  f-+(Z,N) + Kit(Z-1,N,A).  The V-spin analysis of this process

is similar to the U-spin analysis in 1).  The corss sections differ

only in kinematics, a factor of  , and Coulomb energy differences.

3)   (a) K-+(Z,N) + nt(Z-1,N,A). This process at .first seems promising

because of the small K-9 mass difference and the large cross section
11

for  K-+p  +  9+A just above threshold. However, the cross sections

turn out to be only a few micobarns.  This is an overestimate not

only because of the neglect of absorption, but also because of the
11

rapid drop in the two-body amplitude above 100 MeV/c which is not

included in the present analysis.

(b) K-+(f,N) - *'t(Z-1,N,A). Except for kinematics this process

can be obtained from the results of process 4), to be considered next,

by a factor of Z/2N.

4)  K-+(Z,N) +  -t(Z,N-1,A). Using the analysis of process,1), the
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12
constant S is evaluated by comparison to the experimental results

for  K-+p  -+ *0+A. A reasonable   fit   for  k -  >5 0  MeV/c   for  S=6.35mb
is  found·. The results -are shown  in the figure. There are interesting

effects of coherency and the magnitude of the cross sections make

experimental searches for this process entirely reasonable.
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